Privacy Policy – May 2022
This privacy policy sets out how Blue Rose uses and protects any information that you provide Blue
Rose with when you either use this website or other services. Blue Rose respects your privacy and
looks to ensure that your privacy is protected and is in accordance with new General Data Processing
Regulations 2018. Personal Data, is anything that may identify an individual. It needs to be kept or
processed for lawful reasons, fairly and in a transparent manner. Personal data kept or used for
specific, explicit and legitimate purposes and not for anything that is incompatible with those
reasons. It must be adequate, relevant and limited to the purposes that it was gathered in the first
place. It should be kept for only as long as those purposes exist. Personal data needs to be stored to
ensure it is secure from unauthorised usage. WHO? – Blue Rose is a trading name for services and
products offered by Tanya Adams in Holistic Counselling, Shamanic, Reiki, Crystal therapies for
people and places.
WHY? - Data is collected only when the person contacts Blue Rose through our website, email or an
event.
WHAT? - The details stored are the email, name and telephone number if provided. WHERE? If
someone has requested either through the website, email or in person at an event to be notified of
events or receive the newsletter, their name and email is loaded into a data base held by the
newsletter provider, this is currently Rapidmail. Their email through correspondence is also kept in
the password protected email. The information is NOT passed on to any third parties. If you are part
of a workshop or a regular group, the email may be shared within the group but only once those
attending are known to each other and have agreed to share their information within the group.
Sensitive Data Sensitive data refers to data that includes details about your race or ethnicity,
religious or philosophical beliefs, sex life, sexual orientation, political opinions, trade union
membership, information about your health and genetic and biometric data. Information about
criminal convictions and offences is not collected. The only sensitive data collected is if you work
directly with Tanya personally, you will be asked to send her your consent form which includes,
name, address, email, telephone number, date of birth, doctor’s details and key health or life issues
pertinent to the consultation. This is classed as sensitive data. If soft copy the form is kept on a
password and firewalled data storage unit, if printed or handed in hard copy it is kept as part of the
consultation file in a locked filing cabinet. If you would prefer not to email your form, it can be
brought at the time of the consultation or post it. The hard copy forms part of your client records
which are stored for 7 years for insurance and accounts purposes.
REVOKE CONSENT – The newsletter has a unsubscribe link contained within it. Drop us an email that
you no-longer wish to be notified about events or articles. PAYMENT or FINANCIAL DATA – No
personal banking details or information is held. We currently do not trade directly through our
website. Payment is made by cash, chq, bank transfer or paypal. A record of the transaction, name,
product and amount is kept for accounting purposes only. If purchasing NYR Organic Products, Blue
Rose is simply a consulting agent and the payment transaction is handled by NYR Organics site and is
not held by Blue Rose.

